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FIREFLY BOOKS, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand New Book.
Ken Brown shows golfers in clear language and photographs how to excel on the putting green. He
taps his experience as a winning pro golfer and a broadcaster and analyst on the tournament
circuit to share his secrets to perfect putting. He has earned a reputation as a golf guru and his
advice is sought regularly by players looking to reduce their handicap. Brown s success sinking
putts gave him his nickname, One Putt. He uses his climb the ladder progression technique to oneputting: develop a perfect set up, read the greens, acquire touch, and feel and hone skills through
practice drills. Featuring his analyses and anecdotes from decades of experience, this beautifully
illustrated, clearly organized book makes it easy and entertaining to improve this crucial golfing
skill. Tight, easy-to-read text and a generous serving of how-to and step-by-step photographs
demonstrate the techniques, while directional arrows and inset boxes clarify the instructions for the
player. The book includes: Choosing a Putter -- Length; Lie; Loft; Weight; The sweet spot; Moment of
inertia; Insets, grooves and sounds off the face; Balance; Face depth; Shaft flex; Grips and grip...
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Reviews
This book is so gripping and fascinating. Of course, it is actually perform, still an interesting and amazing literature. You will not feel monotony at anytime
of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you request me).
-- Pr of. O phelia Wieg a nd I
These types of pdf is the greatest pdf accessible. It is among the most amazing ebook we have go through. You will not feel monotony at anytime of your
time (that's what catalogues are for relating to should you request me).
-- Cecil Rempel
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